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Chill out! 

Workshop Instructed by: Katie Moritz
Online Support: www.katiemoritz.com/chillout

We’re going to learn how to just “chill” with our dulcimers, and perhaps afterwards we will all feel like we’ve 

just spent 50 minutes at a spa! It’s therapeutic, and can open the mind to creative musical ideas and help rid 

us of  the inhibitions and pressures that sometimes prevent us from enjoying our instruments as much as we 

should. We’ll talk about certain scales and chord shapes that lend themselves to chillaxin’ on the HD.  

Major and Minor 7 Chords  

Major and Minor 7 chords are a great starting point for playing some super-chill music.  These are 4 note chords that 
consist of  the typical major or minor triad (ex: C-E-G) PLUS a 4th note that is the 7th degree of  whatever the scale of  that 
chord is.  For example, in C major, the 7th scale degree would be a B.  C-E-G-B is a major 7 arpeggio.  

The good news is you don’t have to totally understand or remember this concept right away in order to play these tran-
quil sounding arpeggios.   They’re as easy to play as they are to listen to.  I call then “square shaped” arpeggios.  Take the 
“shed/chair/lowercase h” patterns that are typically associated with major and minor arpeggios and lower the highest 
note by one string and you will automatically have a major or minor 7 chord. 

Major 7 Chord
In any standard tuned key,
all “square” shaped chords 
starting on a marked note 
will be major 7 chords.
(noted “maj7”)

Minor 7 Chord
In any standard tuned key, all “square” shaped
chords starting on an un-marked note will be
minor 7 chords. (noted “min7”)

min7

min7

maj7
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Adding the 2 degree to a
major 7 arpeggio creates a
5 note (pentatonic) scale that 
has very relaxed qualities.

This most common variation of  a 
minor pentatonic scale is very flexible
and serene. If you’re improvising in a
minor key, you can’t go wrong using
this scale.  It has all the same notes as
previous major pentatonic, but the overall
impression in a minor key is quite different.

This most common variation 
of  a major pentatonic scale 
is usable in relaxed music, but
lacks the 7th degree so it’s not
quite as calm sounding.
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Sup er-Chil l
Major Pentatonic Scale

Not- AS-Chi ll
Major Pentatonic Scale

Sup er-Chil l
Minor Pentatonic Scale

Major and Minor Scale Patterns  

Obviously relaxation music extends beyond major and minor 7 arpeggios.  Pentatonic scales are a good place to start with 
playing around with melodies in your spa-music.  However not all pentatonic scales are equal.  Below I have three different 
5 note scale patterns.  All three are manageable but one is less relaxed than the others.   Try them all out.  Try to play not 
only ascending and descending scales, but bounce around in larger intervals.  You will quickly get the feel for the sound of  
each scale...and you might even accidentally play the melody of  a tune you recognize.  So much of  the music we play is 
built from pentatonic scales.

Arranging and Composing

My advice is to start by just meandering around your instrument with these arpeggios and scales for a while.  You will 
eventually be able to branch out and explore your ideas even further.  This is really a topic for another workshop all to-
gether, but in the videos for this workshop, I start to demonstrate and touch on some ideas for arranging and composing 
music using the tools that have just been introduced.


